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FOREWORD
This module is one of a series of 127 performance-based teacher
education (PATE) teaming packages focusing upon specific pro-
fessional competencies of vocational teachers. The competen-
cies upon which these modules are based were identified and
verified through research as being important to successful voca-
tional teaching at both the secondary and postsecondary levels
of instruction. The modules are suitable for the preparation of
teachers and other occupational trainers in all occupational areas.

Each module provides learning experience, that integrate theory
and application: each culminates with crtterk.,n-reterenced amass-
ment of the teacher's (instructor's, trainer's) performance of the
specified competency. The materials are designed for use by
teachers-in-training working individually or in groups under the
direction and with the assistance of teacher educators or others
acting as resource persons. Resource persons should be skilled
in the teacher competencies being developed and should be
thoroughly oriented to PETE concepts and procedures before
using these materials.

The design of the materials provides considerable flexibility for
planning and conducting performance-based training programs
tar preservice and inservice teachers, as well as business-
industry-labor trainers, to meet a wide variety of individual needs
and Interests. The materials are intended for use by universities
and colleges, state departments of education, postsecondary in-
stitutions, local education agencies. and others responsible for
the professional development of vocational teachers and other
occupational trainers.

The PATE curriculum packages in Category M-- Assisting
Students in Improving Their Basic Skills are designed to enable
vocational teachers and other occupational trainers to integrate
the teaching and reinforcement of basic skills into their regular
vocational instruction. The modules are based upon 85 teacher
competencies identified as essential for vocational teachers to
teach and to reinforcz basic communication, computation, and
employment skills as part of the ongoing occupational education
program

Many individuals and institutions have contributed to the research.
development. testing. and revision of these significant training
materials. Appreciation is extended to the following individu-
als who, as members of the DACUM analysis panel. assisted
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INTRODUCTION

The written word has been a significant method of
communication for thousands of years, since people
first chiseled symbols in stone to record an event.
Today, writing is essential because of our large and
diverse population. Putting our thoughts on paper
often is a necessary way of communicating. This is
particularly true for workers on the job.

Unfortunately, ,some vocational-technical stu-
dents have poor writing skills and feel no need to
improve them. They believe that they will not be ex-
pected to do any writing in their occupation. They
think that they will need to be skilled at using their
hands only to do such things as prepare meals, re-
pair cars, or operate computers.

However, even in job situations in which writing is
not a criticial skill, workers will need to fill out forms
and write memos, at least occasionally. Conse-
quently, students may need to improve their writing
skills in order to get and keep a job. And those who
wish to progress in their careers may find that the
ability to write is essential to advancement.

-.11111r-
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Of course, writing contributes to our lives in many
ways, both personally and professionally. For ex-
ample, writing is an excellent exercise in logical
thinking and problem solvingskills essential in many
technic* fields and i-riportant to productivity in all
fields.

As a vocational- technical teacher, you have or will
have the opportunity to assist your students in im-
proving their writing skills. You can help them under-
stand the importance of writir g in the world of work.
You can identify the areas in which they need im-
provement and start to work on those points. You
will need to stress the basics of grammar, spelling,
and punctuationthe skills needed for employ-
ment. Developing literary style and technique is not
your responsibility.

This module is designed to give you skill in as-
sessing your students' writing abilities and in moti-
vating them to improve. It will also provide you with
a variety of techniques and activities that you can
use to help students improve their writing skills.,



ABOUT THIS MODULE
Oblectives

Enabling Objectless:
1. After completing the required reading, demonstrate

knowledge of the important considerations and tech-
niques involved In helping students to improve their
writing ,skills (Learning Experience I).

2. Given a case study describing how a teacher assisted
students in improving their writing skills, critique the
performance of that teacher (Learning Experience II).

3. Given a letter of application written by a vocational stu-
dent, correct and critique tnat letter (Learning Experi-
ence III).

Prerequisites
The modules in category M are not designed for the pro-
spective teacher with no prior training and/or experience.
They assume that you have achieved a minimal level of
content knowledge in your occupational specialty and
skill in the core teacher competencies of instructional
planning, execution, and evaluation. They then build on
or expand that knowledge and skill level, specifically in
terms of assisting students in improving their basic skills.

Resources
A list of the outside resources that supplement those con-
tained within the module follows. Check with your re-
source person (4) to determine the availability and the lo-
cation of these resources, (2) to locate additional references
within your occupational specialty, and (3) to get assis-
tance in setting up activities with peers or observations of
skilled teachers, if necessary. Your resource person may
also be contacted if you have any difficulty with directions
or in assessing your progress at any time.

Learning Experience I
Optional

Reference: Leggett. Glenn: Mead, C. David: and
Charvat, William. Prentice-Hall Handbook for Writ-
ers. Eighth Edition. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-
Hall. 1982. r
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Reference: Kt Wilco, Charlea Written Communica-
tions. Stockton, CA: California State Department of
Education, 1977.
A basic writing skills textbook used in an English or
composition program in your school Or college that
you can use as a reference.

Learning Experience II
No outside resources

Learning Experience III
No outside resourRes

Learning Experience IV
Required

An actual teaching situation in which you can assist
students in improving their writing skills.
A resource person to assess your competency in as-
sisting students in improving their writing skills.

General Information
For information about the general organization of each
performance-based teacher education (PBTE) module,
general procedures for its use, and terminology that is
common to all the modules, see About Using the National
Center's PBTE Modules on the inside back cover. For more
in-depth information on how to use the modules in teacher/
trainer education programs, you may wish to refer to three
related documents:

The Student Guide to Using Performance-Based Teacher
Education Materiels is designed to help orient preservice and
inservice teachers and occupational trainers to PETE in gen-
eral and to the PBTE materials.

The Resource Person Guide to Using Performance-Based
Teacher Education Materials can help prospective resource
persons to guide and assist preservice and inservice teachers
and occupational trainers in the development of professional
teaching competencies through use of the PETE modules, It
also includes lists of aft the module cx mpetencies. as well as
a listing of the supplementary resources and the addresses
where they can be obtained.

The Guide to the Implementation of Performance-Based
Teacher Education is designed to help those who will admin-
ister the PATE program, It contains answers to implementa-
tion questions, possible solutions to problems, and alternative
courses of action.



Learning Experience 1
OVERVIEW

After completing the required reading, demonstrate knowledge of the impor-
tant considerations and techniques involved in helping students to improve

Objective their wilting skills.

Activity You will be reading the information sheet, Assisting Students in Improving
Their Writing Skills, pp. 6-17.

Optional
kActivity

2

You may wish to review one or more of the following supplementary refer-
ences: Leggett et al., Prentice-Hall Handbook for *titers; VV13lejko, Written
Communications; and/or a basic writing skills textbook used In an English or
composition program in your school or college.

You will be demonstrating knowledge of the important considerations and
techniques involved in helping students to improve their writing skills by com-
pleting the Self-Check, pp. 18-19.

You wilt be evaluating your competency by comps' ing your completed Self-
Check with the Model Answers, p. 21.

01,'



Activity

1

Some of your students may lack the writing skills necessary to gain and
retain employment in the world of work. For information on the basic prin-
ciples and techniques involved in assisting students in improving their writing
skills, read the following information sheet.

ASSISTING STUDENTS IN IMPROVING
THEIR WRITING SKILLS

Writing is one of the ways in which people share
ideas, facts. and feelings. Although it may seem
easier just to talk to others, that is not always prac-
tical. Writing a letter may be the best way to com-
municate with family and friends who live in other
cities.

Large corporations frequently have many sepa-
rate offices that keep in touch by means of written
memos and reports. Sometimes it is necessary to
leave a written message for a co-worker who's on a
coffee break. Whatever the reason, there are occa-
sions when only the written word will do.

Almost daily, most people are called on to do some
type of writing. The homemaker prepares a shop-
ping list and writes checks to pay the monthly bills.
The worker fills out an order form on the job and
submits a written request to take a week of vacation.
Students complete written assignments and take
written phone messages. These activities are a nor-
mal part of daily life.

In addition. people often need to be able to write
business letters and fill out forms to apply for insur-
ance, credit cards, and bank loans. Parents need to
write absence notes when their children miss school.
Clearly, writing has a great deal to do with an individ-
ual's everyday existence.

Writing and Work
The ability to write is a basic skill that is important

to all aspects of life, but. it may be critical for employ-
ability. Initially, prospective employees will need to
fill out job application forms and prepare resumes.
Once they have been hired, they may be expected
to wnte brief memos, letters, or reports and to fill out
certain forms as part of their job. The majority of jobs
today call for writing at some time or another.

A clerk in a department store may need to write
up a special order for a customer. A carpenter may
need to write a work order describing the remodel-
ing work to be done on someone's house. An auto
body repairer might need to write a report on acci-
dent damage for an insurance company yost em-
ployers consider writing to be a skill ba to em-
ployment and may be reluctant to hire those who do
not have this skill.

6

Furthermore, the ability to write may be a deciding
factor i.i whether an employee is promoted. For ex-
ample, suppose that Leon, a very capable welder in
a manufacturing plant, wants to become the super-
visor of his department. He thoroughly understands
the operation of the department and is well liked and
respected by his co-workers.

Leon tells the retiring supervisor of his goal and is
encouraged to submit an application. In turn, the
company asks him to prepare a written report on
arty changes he would suggest making in the de-
partment. He has some excellent ideas on how to
increase productivity, white reducing costs. He ea-
gerly begins to write.

By now you probably know how this story will end.
The welder's report is poorly written and contains
many misspelled words and grammatical errors. The
personnel director reading the report cannot deci-
pher the good suggestions. Therefore, she recom-
mends that Leon not be promoted to supervisor--
because he lacks basic writing skills.

8



Some jobs require only limited writing, but an em-
ployee must be aware of the importance of writiqg
even simple messages carefully so that those who
receive the messages will understand them. Even
though the writer knows what is meant, the reader
may be confused and unable to understand a mes-
sag::, without asking questions. To get an idea of how
easity a reader can be misted by a message, read
tne following quotes from insurance forms:

-A pedestrian hit me and went under my car,"
-I had been driving my car for forty years when
I fell asleep at the wheel and had an accident."
"An invisible car came out of nowhere, struck
my vehicle, and vanished."
"The pedestrian had no idea which direction to
go, so I ran over him."

These statements probably made perfect sense to
the people who wrote them. However, to us they are
funny, and we wonder how anyone could mane such
mistakes,

Even though writing may be only a small part of a
worker's job, it is still important. Being able to com-
municate clearly in writing can make an employee
more valuable to the company. Also, it will be an
advantage in his or her everyday life.

*Your Role
Generally, vocational-technical education places

more emphasis on specific technical training than
on basic skills such as writing. The assumption is
that students have already acquired the basic skills
and now need to train for an occupation. Frequently,

this assumption is false. Some students do need as-
sistance in improving their basic skills. You will want
to stress the basics when necessary because of their
value to students on the job, as well as in daily life.

While your main function is to teach vocational-
technical skills, you have a certain responsibility for
helping your students to improve their writing skills.
Teaching some writing skills is a part of the overall
process of preparing students for employability V
have noted some of the tasks for which students are
likely to need writing skillsfilling out job applica-
tion forms, writ: .g résumés, filling out order forms,
preparing memos and reports, and so on.

Since your main purpose is to prepare students
for the world of work, you will want them to be qual-
ified in all respects, If they need help with their writ-
ing skills, then you should provide that help,

This does not mean that you need to be a certified
English teacher or that you need to teach formal units
on composition. But you can make writingtaking
notes, preparing reportspart of your normal course
or program requirements. And you can evaluate this
written work not only for its technical accuracy but
for the quality of the writing.

First, of course, you must ensure that your own
writing skills are adequate. Then, you can identify
what writing skills students will need to succeed on
the job and what writing skills students possess.
Using this information, you can plan activities to help
students improve their writing skills so they can be-
come gainfully employed and function effectively in
their daily lives.

What Are the Basic Writing Skills?

Writing is not a single skill. This should become
obvious as you c_nsider what you do when you it
down to write a message of some kind. NW are really
doing several things. First, you must write individual
words legiblyspelling and capitalizing them cor-
rectly,

Then, you usually combine those words into
meaningful phrases, sentences, or paragraphs that
fit the form and style of the message you want to
write. To do this, you choose appropriate words for
your message, put them together using correct
grammar, and punctuate them properly. Finally, you
review your work to ensure that you have conveyed
the message that you intended.

Write Legibly
Perhaps the most obvious and basic writing skill

is producing words that can be read. This is partic-
ularly important, of course, if students are writing by
hand, If students write in cursive style (f,e,, long-
hand), their penmanship must be clear and easy to
read; the same applies if they print. Even if they type
their messages, the typing should be accurate and
free of obvious erasures or strikeovers.

In many cases, students should decide whether
to write in longhand, print, or type on the basis of
which they can do most legibly. After all, the best
words. put together with the most elegant grammar.
are useless if they cannot be read.

7 9



Spell Correctly
Whether students print their messages, write them

longhand, or type them, the Words must be spelled
correctly. Correct spelling is important for two rea-
sons. First, the reader may fail to understand a mis-
spelled word and end up having no idea of what the
message says. Or the reader may misinterpret a
misspelled word, thinking it is another word entirely.
In either case. the message may not be conveyed
and work can suffer.

Second, misspelled words often make a poor im-
pression on the reader. For example, what if an ap-
plication for promotion contains misspelled words
what if the worker misspells the name of the position
he she wants to be promoted to? How will the per-
sonnel director react to that? What will retail cus-
tomers think if the names of products are misspelled
on in-store promotional signs? How seriously will the
union shop steward consider a grievance form if his
her name is misspelled in the cover memo?

Capitalize
Everyone should know that the first word in a sen-

tence is always capitalized, no matter what the word
is. Furtherracre, some wordsproper nounsand
abbreviations are always capitalized wherever they
appear: Mr, Ms., Marjorie Smith, Ohio, Acme Man-
ufacturing, United Auto iitorkers, for example. Fail-
ure to capitalize such words can make the same kind
of poor impression on a reader as misspelled words.

In addition, students may need to pay special at-
tention to the use of capital letters in part numbers,
item codes. or other ordering devices used by sup-
pliers or mar ufacturers. Such code numbers often
contain tenors as well as numbers, and these letters
may be eater uppercased (i.e., capitalized) or
lowercased. It is essential to write such code num-
bers as they appear in the supplier's or manufactur-
er's catalogs f the message is to be prcrerly under-
stood.

Identify Appropriate Form and Style
Legibly written, properly spelled, and correctly

capitalized words do not a message make, of course.
In writing messages, students must combine words
to convey a particular thought in a particular way.
The nature of the message being written influences
how students should go about the task.

Writing a letter of complaint to a company about a
product a student is dissatisfied with is not the same
as filling out an application for credit terms, for ex-
ample, Yet both these tasks are writing tasks. An-
other vital writing skill, therefore, is to identify the
form and style appropriate to the message being
written.

The form of the message is, in very basic terms,
the grammatical shape of the message: individual
words, phrases, sentences, or paragrapts. De-
pending on the circumstances, the message may
consist of one or a combination of these types. A job
application form, for example, might call for all these
types.of responses.

A question concerning how the applicant was re-
ferred to the company, for instance, could be an-
swered by writipg a single word in the appropriate
blank: individual or newspaper. For that matter, many
such questions can be answered by simply placing
an X in a box or blank next to printed choices.

The entry Place of Birth, could be filled out by
writing in a phrase: Toledo, Lucas County, Ohio, On
the other hand, some entries require a complete
sentence Of short paragraph in reply (e.g., "What
is your career goal?" or "Why are you applying for
this position?").

Using the appropriate form for the message being
written is very important because of the impression
that it could make on the reader. If students are fill-
ing in the blanks on a job application form, it would
probably be a serious mistake to try to cram whole
sentences into the blanks. The personnel director
would very key become impatient trying to read the
teeny-tiny handwriting and put the application on the
bottom of the pile.

On the other hand, what would that personnel di-
rector think if the cover letter accompanying a re-
sume contained only single words and phrases in-
stead of complete sentences? Again, these
application materials would probably end up on the
bottom of the pile.

The style of the message is basically the tone that
it conveys. If a student is writing a letter or memo,
for example, the style can be either formal or infor-
mal, courteous or discourteous, emotional or mat-
ter-of-fact, friendly or distant. Messages can be writ-
ten in many other styles as well. Each style has its
own particular effect on the reader.

Let's say, for instance, that a student is writing a
cover letter to send with his/her resume to different
firms. It would probably not be appropriate to begin
the letter with the words, "The present missive has
as its aim to solicit my employ by your concern."

The style of that sentence is very formal, aca-
demic. and out of date. The personnel director would
be quite likely to read that one sentence and imme-
diately assume that the applicant is stuffy, pompous,
and too intellectualand the application for a pro-
duction welding position would go straight to the
bottom of the pile.

On the other hand, the student wouldn't do any
better by beginning. "I wanna get a job at yer place."

8 10



The style of this sentence goes to the other ex-. tremetoo informal, ungrammatical, chatty, and
casual. It would invite the personnel director to con-
clude that the applicant lacks basic skills and wouldn't
take work very seriously.

It would be much more appropriate simply to be-
gin, 1 am writing to obtain a job with your company."
This style is clear, straightforward. and businesslike.
It is more likely to get the letter put on the top of the
stack.

Choose Appropriate Words
Choosing the right words is essential in setting the

tone of a messageits style. Furthermore, the words
should not only fit the style the student wishes to
use. They should also be accurate, clear, and ap-
propriate for the reader.

The words need to be accurate so that the mes-
sage will be honest and reliable. For example, if a
job applicant claims to have "several years' experi-
ence" in relattcl work, what does that mean? The
word several illreans more than two and fewer than
many; in other words, a small amount. If that appli-
cant hdd 12 years' experience, several does not
convey that fact. It is not an accurate term. The ap-
plicant should have specified that he or she had 12
years' experience.

1p The accurate use of words requires knowledge of
their meanings. Consider the worker who transfers
a liquid to an unmarked container. To be safe, he or
she labels the container "Incombustible," thinking that
word means the same as flammable and inflam-
mableeasily ignited. Yet the word incombustible
means incapable of being burned. There's a dan-
gerous difference in meanings. Consequently, word
accuracy can be critical.

The words students choose for their messages
should also be clear so that they communicate their
meaning. A worker might, for example. write a memo
to his her supervisor suggesting an improvement in
some procedure. The message will be clearer if the
worker talks about carrying out the change instead
of operationalizing it.

Likewise, a letter of complaint will be more effec-
tive if the writer states that the equipment in ques-
tion does not work rather than saying it is dysfunc-
tional. In both these examples. either phrasing is
technically correct, but the simple, plain English ver-
sions are clearer and more ikely to convey the mes-
sage.

Finally, the words chosen should be appropriate
for the reader --they should be words that the reader

A& is likely to know and understand. Consider, for ex-
./ ample. a worker in a highly technical field such as

data processing. If that worker needs to write a memo
to people in another department in the firm (e.g.,

sales), it would only be confusing to those readers if
the memo is filled with technical data processing jar-
gon.

While the worker might need to use some techni-
cal vocabulary, he or she would want to keep it to a
minimum, explaining carefully the meaning of any
technical words he'she does use. In that way, read-
ers will be much more likely to understand the mes-
sage that the worker has written.

Use ' orrect Grammar
Using correct grammar in writing is important for

two reasons. First, incorrect grammar can make a
poor impression on the reader, just as misspelled
words can. A worker might write a report to his her
supervisor on employee relations in the unit, for ex-
ample.

If the report contained the sentence, -The workers
was all pleased with the pay hike, but I seen a lotta
areas that needs improved," the supervisor might well
wince. He or she might decide that the worker's ob-
servations and recommendations were no better than
his her grammar and, thus, ignore the report.

Second, a written message can sometimes be read
in more than one way because of its grammar. A
humorous but clear illustration of this point is con-
tained in the following sentence:

Max sliced bologna with his skinny wife Irma.

Did Max and Irma slice bologna together, one
holding the meat and the other the knife? Or did Max
take skinny Irma in his hand and use her as the knife?

F'



A mote serious example would be the following:

VW discussed worker rapport with the shift su-
pervisors.

Was "worker rapport with the shift supervisors" the
subject of the discussion? Or did the shift supervi-
sors sit down with the authors of that sentence and
discuss how workers got along with one another?
Any time thk a message cea be read in more than
one way, there is a risk that its real meaning will not
be understood.

Punctuate Properly
Written messages also need proper punctuation.

There should be a period at the end of each sen-
tence, commas within sentences where appropri-
ate. question marks to indicate questions, and so
on. When a written message is not punctuated prop-
erly. it can be difficult or impossible to read, as in the
following example written by a work supervisor:

In all Roger Downeys work is of high quality under
my supervision he has performed dependable work
in many situations that in fact may be his greatest
asset as a worker his dependability.

Properly punctuated. the message would read as
follows:

In all, Roger Downey's work is of high quality. Under
my supervision, he has performed dependable
work in many situations That. in fact, may be his
greatest asset as a workerhis dependability.

You cannot read the unpunctuated version of the
message without stopping and starting over several
times. The punctuated version. however, can be read
straight through without pausing once to figure out
how the words fit together.

Students will sometimes even need to use pu, c-
tuation when they are not writing complete sen-
tences. Consider, for example, the difference be-
tween the following two notations made on a job order
for repairing an electric typewriter:

10

Space bar
Space bar?

The first notationwith no punctuationwould most
likely be taken by a repairer to mean that the space
bar is not working properly and should be repaired
or replaced. The secondwith a question mark
would most likely be taken to mean that the client
suspects, but is not sure, that the space bar is the
problem. The question mark could make a big dif-
ference in what the repairer does to fix the type-
writer.

Review Written Work
The last step in the writing process is to review

written work to ensure that it conveys the right mes-
sage. It is very easy to go slightly or seriously off
track in writing something.

A student might set out to Write a letter of com-
plaint that was firm but cordial, for example. How-
ever, in writing the letter, the student might experi-
ence once again the anger he/she felt when the cause
of the complaint occurred, This could cause the stu-
dent to slip out of a cordial tone into an angry one.
Even the best of professional writers find that this
can happen when they write.

Consequently, students need to learn to reread
what they have written when they have finished, They
need to go over the form that they have filled out to
ensure that their answers are appropriate in form
and style, correctly spelled, legibly written, accurate,
and clear. They need to reread letters or memos to
make sure that the finished product realty does sound
firm but cordial, polite and respectful, or short and
abruptwhatever tone they intended to convey.

Often students might even need to have someone
else review their writing to ensure that it gets the
message across. Sometimes a student knows so
clearly what he she meant that he or she will see
the meaning when others cannot.

12



Identify Students' Writing Needs

The first step that you should take in helping stu-
dents to improve their basic writing skills is to as-
sess their individual writing needs. You will first need
to know what basic writing skills are required for en-
try into the trade or occupation for which students
are training.

Then, you need to assess each student's present
level of writing skills, comparing them with the skills
required in the world of work. Once you know what
skills students should have and what skills they do
have, you can plan the exact help each individual
student needs.

Identify Occup 1%ipnal Requirements
To identify occupational writing requirements, you

should review xcupational analyses for your spe-
cialty area. By examining each task or competency
statoment, you can determine whether basic writing
skills are required in performing the task.

You may find task statements in which writing skills
are explicitly stated. In a competency profile for the
occupation of executive secretary. for example, you

st4
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might find the task statement. Write interoffice
memos. Performing this task would require using all
the basic writing skills. You should make a note of
such task statements as you identify them.

In other cases. it will be necessary to use your
judgment and personal experience in determining
whether individual tasks require the use of basic
writing skills. As you review each task or compe-
tency statement, you can ask yourself one simple
question: What, if any, basic writing skills would a
worker need in order to perform this task?

You should also review your own personal tech-
nical k-owledge and experience Are there other
writing tasks, not included in occupational analyses.
that workers are likely to have to perform in their
prospective Job settings? Might they have to leave
notes for supervisors or co-workers? Will they need
to compile lists of supplies to be ordered from the
central supply area? Will they need to make and post
signs in their work area (e g . NOt Paint. Floor Slip-
pery When Wet, Construction Area, Out of Order}''

13
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As you determine students' occupational writing
requirements, you should remember that not all stu-
dents will necessarily need to meet the same re-
quirements. Different students may have different
career goals. Consequently, they will be working to
achieve different sets of occupational competen-
cies. Hence, you may need to determine students'
occupational writing requirements individually.

Your own goal and responsibility, of course, is to
help your students achieve the basic writing skills
they will need for entry into the world of work. If in-
dividual students only need to be able to write leg-
ibly and use correct spelling, your obligation could
end there.

On the other hand, you should always be willing
to help your Students achieve the level of basic writ
ing skills the; want. If students want to go beyond
minimal occupational requirements, you should by
all means provide them with the opportunity to do
so. Certainly you should never discourage a stu-
dents desire to go beyond the bare minimum.

Furthermore, a student who is competent in all
basic writing skills will probably be more employable
than the student with minimal skills. And, in most
occupational areas. some writing skill is required of
workers who wish to advance to managerial levels.
Thus. improvement in writing skills will never be
wasted. even in a strict vocational preparation sense.

Assess Students' Writing Skills
Assessing students' writing skills is an easier task

than it sounds. For example, at the beginning of your
program, you could ask students to write a short re-
port on why they decided to enter the program. This
written assignment will serve two purposes. It will
provide background information, and it will tell you

12

in what areas of writing your students may need im-
provement.

You could also develop a one-page information
form for students to fill out when they enter your pro-
w am. The form could require some responses that
are single words, some that are short phrases, and-1.'
some that are complete sentences. This 'would al-
low you to check spelling, punctuation, and so on.
In addition, it would allow you to assess students'
skill in identifying the appropriate writing form and
style to use.

As you assess students' writing skills, you may
wish to use a checklist as a guide. Sample 1 pro-
vides an example of such a checklist that you could
adapt to the requirements of your own occupational
area. By checking off each item in the checklist, you
can identify a student's writing weaknesses.

For example, suppose a student rates well in most
categories. However, you discover that the student
has difficulty in choosing words and using them cor-
rectly. Now that you know the problem, you can be-
gill to help the student improve his her writing skills.

In addition, you can assist students in using self-
evaluation techniques to determine their c Nn writing
ability. You could show students how to use the writ-
ing checklist so that they can check their own written
work. You could show them how to look up difficult 411)
words in the dictionary to find out whether they have
spelled them correctly.

Such activities can help students assess their own
writing skills and locate any problem areas. Stu-
dents may be more willing to accept the fact that
their writing needs improvement if they locate the
problem areas themselves. Consequently, they may
be more enthusiastic about trying to improve their
writing skills,

14
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SAMPLE I

WRITING SKILLS CHECKLIST 3

1. The student; writirilir

2. All Words are correctly Spelled

3. Worc.s are capitalkted,OOtteCtiy,,

4. The form of the writing is apPrOpriatia fettle
circumstances d . P

5, The style of the writings epprOprief410 tfOsitiiatkan...

6. The words used .

a. accUrate .

4.411,'; ,4,,,;.11:'4:!'

b. clear . .. ... 0' E.

17) El
7 The writing is grammatically correct El 0
8 The writing is properly punctuated

c, appropriate for the reader

Improve, Students Writing Skills

moIlv,!te ,,tu(1..flis To v. ,31',T it!)

F1rt7. t'
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Second, you can serve as a role model to en-
courage students to improve their writing skills. As
a professional trained in the vocational area, you
should be capable of doing the writing necessary for
that area. In addition, you do a great deal of writing
that is associated with the educational process
student evaluations, quarterly reports, and so on. l'ou
also probably write notes on the chalkboard and
prepare handouts for students to read.

By making sure that your writing skills are ade-
quate, you will be setting a good example for stu-
dents. They will see that you care about expressing
yourself correctly and may tend to imitate you.

youRemember that you robably have a significant
amount of influence o ur students, They look to
you for information on at it's really like in the world
of work, If you frequently misspe;I words or omit
punctuation, they will think that such behavior is ac-
ceptable. On the other hand, if you strive to write
correctly, they will be inclined to follow your ex-
ample.

Techniques to imr rove Writing
There are a variety of specific techniques that you

can use to help students improve their writing skills.
These techniques can be divided into four cate-
gories: (1) provide model formats for written mate-
rials; (2) provide vocationally related writing assign-
ments, (3) individualize writing instruction; and (4)
correct students' writing errors. You can use any or
all of these techniques, depending on the needs of
your students.

Provide models. One very effective way to assist
students with their writing is to give them models to
follow. Keep in mind that any sampleerthould be re-
lated to the kinds of writing that workers do in your
vocational area. For example, if your students will
be expected to write out work orders, then you could
give them examples of several properly completed
forms, Or, you could prepare brief memos if that is
the kind of writing they will be doing,

Perhaps your students will be writing more de-
tailed reports on the job. In that case, you might want
to provide them with examples of well-written lead
sentences and introductory paragraphs. Another good
activity is to give students paragraphs with the topic
sentence missing. Their task would be to write a new
lead sentence to introduce each paragraph. Exer-
cises such as this can help students understand the
importance of putting their thoughts in a logical or-
der. Furthermore, they can get practice in writing
complete sentences

f ;Jr p!,1
NO1 .01:a )1'4.11,Uialg

You might want to create a special writing corner
and post examples of model formats. You could in-

clude samples of memos, reports, business letters, di
work orders, or whatever types of written materials ler
students might be expected to produce, Then, stu-
dents would be able to refer to them at any time.
Being able to see the proper formats could help them
improve their own writing. le

4* 11,14.
401.

A.M.
4* Why.,

OM 44. .4*. OW WHO* 4* 4614
.4.0.1111. 0111k 40.

40/104414 OM arm .
94104. *Mb* r***VA 44104

444*. **
040.4 .114. 014. 44*

1114 ****-..----
fliko
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You could also display a variety of model writing
samples, By reading what others have written, stu-
dents can gain knowledge of writing styles and tech-
niques. They can see many different ways to phrase
sentences and construct paragraphs, They can
compare the samples to their own written work,

In addition, students need to realize that there are
writing standards that they should follow, Therefore,
all examples provided must be well written and
grammatically correct, Words should be properly
spelled and all necessary punctuation should be in-
cluded, As a result, students will be constantly re-
minded of the standards and should be more in-
clined to write correctly.

You might want to hang up a poster that lists the
various writing standards. For example, on one side
of the poster, you could show properly spelled words,
complete sentences, and necessary punctuation
the do's. The other side could show the incorrect
versions--the don'ts. Students then would be able
to quickly compare their work with the posted
samples,

16



Provide vocationally related writing assign-
.ments. Most students will be more interested in
writing if the topics are related to their vocational
areaif they can see some connection between the
writing assignment and their future jobs.

One option is to have students write directions for
completing occupational tasks. For example, print-
ing students who are learning to operate an offset
press could write directions for running the press.
Putting the process on paper could help them
understand it better and also give them practice in
writing.

Another possibility is to have students write short
reports on topics related to their special vocational
interests. One student might be interested in identi-
fying unusual careers in the vocational area. An-
other might want to learn more about additional
training or advancement possibilities. You should
encourage students to do independent research on
the topics that interest them personally and to de-
velop written reports on what they discover.

For example, a student in auto mechanics might
be fascinated by antique cars. She could do some
research and then prepare a written report on why
old cars are valuable. In that way, she would be im-
proving her writing skills, while gaining more infor-
mation about her future occupation and her own

411) special interest.

Or you could encourage students to write for free
materials and catalogs offered by business, indus-
try, or the government. This activity can give them
experience in writing proper business letters. You
might want to review the letters in class to make sure
thr y follow accepted format. You could also refer
students to the sample letterf, you have posted in
the writing corner.

To write about their vocations, of course, students
need to know various technical words. They need to
be able to describe tasks and situations in the lan-
guage of the occupation. One way to help students
do this is to have them keep lists of words related to
the occupation. Then they can refer to the lists when
they are writing letters or papers.

Keep in mind that students must be able to spel!
the technical words correctly. You can help them to
improve their spelling by encouraging them to look
up difficult words in the dictionary. Perhaps each
student could keep a list of all the words he or she
frequently misspells.

You could also keep a list of the words commonly
misspelled by the class. You could focus on one of

these words each day so that students will learn its
spelling. Ntiu could write the word on the board and
leave it there throughout class. Or jou could ask
students to write the word five times to fix the correct
spelling in their minds. Any practice you provide can
help students improve their spelling ability and, as a
result, their writing skills..

Individualize writing instruction. Students` writ-
ing proficiency will differ. Some may write very well,
while others may have many difficulties. Still others
may have only minor problems. Therefore, you will
need to tailor your instruction to the specific needs
of each student.

You will waste valuable time if you put a lot of em-
phasis on teaching a writing skill that only a few stu-
dents lack. One solution is to work with the whole
class only on general problem areas, such as vo-
cabulary and spelling. Then you can help individuals
improve their writing ability while other students are
working on different projects.

1Norking with students on an individual level may
put them at ease and help them improve faster. Some
students may be self-conscious about their poor
writing skills and may not want to participate in group
activities. If you can help them privately with their
particular problems, they may be more willing to co-
operate.

You can devise writing activities for these stu-
dents to work on individually that are not only in-
structional but also fun. For example, students could
draw from a box of index cards on which unpunc-
tuated sentences had been written. Then they could
write out the sentences and correctly punctuate them.

Another possibility is to give students index cards
with sentence fragments written on them and have
the students complete each sentence. The sen-
tence fragments should be related to your voca-
tional area Ss that students can improve their knowl-
edge of the occupation while improving their writing
skills.

In addition, you could give students copies of
scrambled paragraphs. in which the sentences are
out of order. Their task would be to put the sen-
tences in proper sequence and create a logical
paragraph. Or you could prepare a deck of vocation-
ally related vocabulary words and give several cards
to each student. Then, the students would be ex-
pected to use the words correctly in a short written
assignment.

Keep in mind that activities such as these can be
enjoyable and educational. As a result, students'
writing skills may improve.

1 7
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Correct students' writing errors. Models of good
writing and practice activities are not enough. It is
also important to correct students' writing errors in
such areas as spelling, clarity, punctuation. and
grammar. They need to know in what areas they have
improved and what areas still need work. Their writ-
ing skills will continue to improve if you praise them
for their efforts and help them pinpoint. their weak
spots.

Students perform better when they experience
success and receive some encouragement. Thus, it
is probably a good idea to concentrate on only one
area at a time so success is Jssible. Tell students
what they did right, where they can improve, and
how they can improve. Offer praise for any accom-
plishments. such as a difficult word that was spelled
correctly,

As an aid in correcting students' papers, you may
want to use standard proofreaders' marks (see
sample 2). These marks can help you make correc-
tions more quickly and uniformly. They are easy to
use and almost self-explanatory Of course, you need
to give copies of the proofreaders' marks to stu-
dents so they will understand the corrections you
make on their papers.

You could also encourage students to use the
marks when checking their own written assignments
for errors. Proofreading their own papers is an ex-
cellent way for students to become more aware of
writing errors. You should require students to check
for spelling and typing errors and to make sure that
they have stated the facts correctlyjust as they
will be expected to do on the job.

You also might want to give students samples of
poorly written materials to critique. Their task would
be to find the errors and correct them. Students
probably would learn a great deal from being on the
other end of the red pencil, They would have the
opportunity to identify different mistakes and to de-
cide on what the proper style should be.

IOptional
Activity

2

or

,

As you can see, tnere are many ways to help your
students improve their writing skills within the scope
of your regular instruction. These activities need not
take a lot of time away from your usual program
content. They can fit easily into individualized and
group activities that are already going on. Often, it
is just a matter of focusing on how students' work is
written in addition to what is written.

You may wish to refresh your own writing skills by reviewing one or mo'e of
the following supplementary references: Leggett et al,. Prentice-Hall Hand-
book for Writers: Walejko, Written Communications, and or a basic writing
skills textbook used in an English or composition program in your school or
college.

16
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SAMPLE 2

41) PROOFREADERS

Theta ere two tirPerlot PrOO,
copy. Ybu should use this termer,
occurs, as follows:

Error

Letters or words should be
closed up

Space needs to be in-
serted

Letter should be capi-
talized

Letter should be lower-
cased

Should begin new para-
graph

Letter or word should be
deleted (eliminated)

41.4
Letter, word, phrase, etc.,
should be inserted

Letters or words are in the
wrong order (transposed)

Abbreviation or symbol
should be spelled out

Underlining should be
eliminated

A

0

If a large amount of text should be deleteidia.g., a plWase,, orapiy macaw
so by drawing a line through ittytrawiriga-knalta00101*.

,.k___ __4,1_.,',:';'.' ,

When you insert needed punctuation, It Is a &ad tde ici'ils r411,:Ntoimp 'Sytitot
wan the punctuation. These are desiMed to make the cattectim Otiali" 1:c,

This is how you should indicate punctuatkxvsuch as oefiviehasOdimpido tAte carets%

as follows4\

Thi40 how you should indicate punctuation such as apOstM010111* that ktcred-
ible,v she said.

And this is how you make sure that students know that they ShOtid

Finally, if you cross out something yixi didn't mean to, you can fedk:ate that 4 shotAd not Welieletad

by writing the word stet above the line and putting dots under the copy to be retained. 14vi rict

wift-ever make
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The following items check your comprehension of the material In the infor-
mation sheet, Assisting Students in Improving Their 1Afriting Skills, pp. 6-17.
Each of the four items requireis a short essay-type response. Please explain
fully, but briefly, and make sure you respond to all parts of each Item.

SELF-CHECK
1. What would you say to a student who told you that writing was not necessary in his/her future occupa-

tion?

2. Why is it important to assess students' writing abilities?

411



3. As a role, model, how can you influence students' desire to improve their writing skills?

4. What is the value of providing students with vocationally related writing assignments?

19
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4

Compare your written responses to the self -check items with the model an-
swers given below Ntur responses need not exactly duplicate the model
responses; however, you should have covered the same major points.

MODEL ANSWERS
1. Students will need to do at least some writing in

all occupations. If the job does not call for pre-
paring reports and memos, it will probably call for
filling out a time sheet or a vacation request.
Furthermore, students can't expect to be hired
for any job if they are unable to complete an em-
ployment application.

In their personal lives, students will need to write
checks, apply for credit cards or loans, and fill
out tax forms. Whatever their future positions in
life, students will need basic writing skills to suc-
ceed.

2. You need to know what kinds of writing problems
your students have before you can help them.
Therefore, you need to assess their current writ-
ing ability and determine whether they have dif-
ficulty with skills such as spelling, punctuation,
grammar, and clarity. Then, you can work on the
problem areas rather than spend valuable time
teaching skills they already have.

Also, once you have assessed their writing abil-
ity, you can individualize instruction and help each
student with his/her specific weak points.

3. Most students look upon the teacher as an ex-
ample of how to perform in the vocational area.

They see what the teacher does and then copy
his /her behavior. Consequently, you can greatly
influence students to want to improve their writ-
ing skills.

If you are careful to use proper grammar and to
spell and punctuate correctly, your students are
more likely to view those skills as Important. If
you explain why adequate writing skills are valu-
able assets in the world of work, they are more
likely to see the relevance of these skills to their
own lives.

4. Students enrolled in a vocational program usu-
ally have a great deal of interest in that area. They
generally plan to pursue careers in that field and
may have related hobbies. As a result, they will
respond more enthusiastically to writing assign-
ments that relate to the occupation, They can see
a connection between the writing and their future
lives.

If they enjoy the kinds of writing assignments you
give, they will be more likely to complete the work.
The end result will be that the students have the
opportunity to practice writing and improve their
skills.

Level of Performance: Your written responses to the self-check items should have covered the same
major points as the model answers. If you missed some points or have questions about any additional
points you made, review the material in the information sheet, Assisting Students in Improving Their Writing
Skills, pp. 6 -17, or check with your resource person if necessary.
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Learning Experience II
OVERVIEW

Enabling
Objective



The following case study describes how a vocational teacher, Audrey Jen-
sen, approached the task of helping students to improve their writing skills.
As you read, try to determine what Audrey is doing right and what she is
doing wrong. Then prepare a written critique of Audrey's performance, ex-
plaining (1) the strengths of her approach, (2) the weaknesses of her ap-
proach, and (3) how she might have improved on her approach.

mil=.11=111ilaiMmollima...../11,-

CASE STUDY
At the beginning of the program, Audrey Jensen

has her vocational students write short reports on
why they entered the program. Then she uses the
reports to determine how well they can write and
what areas may need improvement. Once she knows
her students' capabilities, she tries to help them be-
come more skilled writers.

Audrey believes that it is very important for stu-
dents to be able to spell and punctuate correctly. She
wants them to understand the value of written com-
munication.

Reading is one of her favorite hobbies, and she
appreciates fine literary style and technique. In class,
she often cites well-written sentences and phrases
from literature. She feels that students will want to
improve their writing if they are exposed to good
writing. She encourages them to read more and is
disappointed that only a few do so.

Over the years, Audrey has developed several
activities that are designed to help students improve

24
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their writing skills. She is fond of having them write
lead sentences for paragraphs. Also, she gives pe-
riodic tests on spelling and quizzes on punctuation
and grammar.

Several times a year she has them write reports
on topics of their choice. Her intention Is to give stu-
dents more practice In developing their thoughts and
putting them on paper. When grading the reports,
she puts a great deal of emphasis on proper writing
style and technique.

As a constant reminder to students, Audrey posts
examples of good writing on the bulletin board. She
put up several short poems by Robert Frost, an ex-
cerpt from Moby Dick,' and a copy of a letter by
Eleanor Roosevelt. Periodically, she changes the
samples in order to maintain student interest. When
asked by a student why she used examples of po-
etry and Moby Dick, she replied, if you study the
masters, you will be able to write everything better."
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Compare your written critique of the .teacher's performance with the model
critique given below Your responses need not exactly duplicate the model
response; however, you should have covered the same major points.

MODEL CRITIQUE
Audrey was correct in assessing her students'

writing abilities at the beginning of the program. She
realized that she needed to know their problem areas
before she could begin to help them. However, her
attempts to assist them in improving their writing skills
were more complicated than necessary.

First, she provided students with samples of good
writing that were selected from literature. These ex-
amples were in no way related to the vocational pro-
gram. Furthermore, they were most likely not the
kinds of writing that students would be expected to
do cn the job.

Audrey selected samples of writing she enjoyed,
rather than what would probably have been of more
interest to her students. She should have posted ex-
amples of office memos, work orders, job applica-
tion forms, short reportsanything written for her
own occupational program.

Second, she was wrong to assume that merely
exposing students to good writing would encourage
them to want to improve their own skills. Students
very often need to see a relationship between what
they study in class and what they will be doing on
the job.

Audrey should have explained why adequate writ-
ing skills are important: initially, to apply for the job;
then, to communicate with supervisors and co-
workers; and last, to gain promotions. Students will
be more motivated to Improve if they understand the
reasons.

Third, to help students with their writing, Audrey
used some good activities, such as having them write
reports on topics of their choice. However, she
stressed literary style and technique instead of the
basics.

Finally, when she worked on grammar, spelling,
and punctuation she did so with group quizzes. Using
individual exercises as well could have made the
material ,more interesting and learnable for stu-
dents.

Audrey wanted to help her students improve their
writing, but she tried to work on skills they probably
lidn't need. Had she checked occupational analy-
ses for her field, she would have known which basic
writing skills they really needed. Her students prob-
ably do not need to develop a classic literary style
and technique in order to be able to write ade-
quately on the job.

Level of Performance: Your written critique of the teacher's performance should have covered the same
major points as the model critique. If you missed some points or have questions about any additional
points you made, review the material in the information sheet, Assisting Students in Improving Their Writing
Skills, pp. 6 -17, or check with your resource person if necessary.
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Learning Experience ill
OVERVIEW

Given a letter of application written by a vocational student certeCt ancf Off-
*we that letter.

You will be reading the Letter of Applcalion, p. 28, andcoffeCONI tettet

Feedback

2

You wilt be comparing your completed coirectkm of the appOtatke IOW
the Model Corrections, pp. 29-30.

Activity

3
You will be writing a critique of the application letter.

You will be comparing your completed critique of the amticatbn letter with
the Model Critique, pp. 31-32.



ACtiYity Read the follow hypothetical appiicadon letter, written by a graduating vo-
cational *Went. As you wad, note the arms Ow student made In grammar,
punctuation, spelOng, and format. Then, correct hi twiting the errors In the
Ter, using the standard proofreaders' marks iffustrated In sample 2, p. 17.
Do not at this point make any major revisions style or content.

LETTER OF APPLICATION

Arthur Brown

Personnel Director

Acme Company

315 Main Street

Henderson,. Ohio

Dear Mr. Brown

I'm graduating from Jones Vocational high school and want a job. I heir

your companys looking for people like me, I'm a pretty good student. I learn

to run machines. I can fix some to.

I've had some summer jobs but not in your kinda business. I will work

hard for you. I can start work right after schools out. I have a car and

can get their on time. I will work nights.

I'd he a good work6r. You get your money worth. You should hire me.

Sincerely,

.Jimmy Dixon



4,1 101.06, e 4

Compare the corrections you made on the application letter with the model
corrections given below Nbur corrections should exactly duplicate the model
corrections

MODEL CORRECTIONS

twir

A Arthur Brown

Personnel Director

Acme Company

315 Main Street

Henderson, Ohio zip wide

Dear Mr. Brown:

Reforn Address
Date

I'magraduating from Jones Vocational high ,school and want a job. I hear

is
have al

your companyAAlool,ing for people like mee I'm a pretty good student. IAlearIN

0
to run machines. I can fix some4J9k.

141
I've had some summer jot- but not in your kin4Abusiness I will work

ih

hard for you. I can start work right after schoolpAout. I have a car and

re
can get theme on time. I will work nights.

1

would 0
I'd he a good worker. YouAget your moneyAworth.

Sincerely,

You should hire me.

Jimmy Dixon



Level of Performance: Your corrections should have exactly duplicated the model corrections. If you
missed any errors or have questions about any additional corrections you made, review the material in the
information sheet, Assisting Students in Improving Their Westing Skills, pp. 6-17, or check with your re-
source person if necessary.

Next, develop a written critique of the Letter of Application, p. 28. Nbur
critique should focus on the form, style, and wording of the letter. Use the
following questions to guide you:

Overall, how good a job did Jimmy do in writing his letter? Was the letter
persuasive and effective?

Was the form of the writing appropriate to the task?

Was the style of writing appropriate to the task?

Was the wording of the letter appropriate to the task?

What techniques could you use to help Jimmy improve the effectiveness
of his letter writing?
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Compare your written critique of the letter of application with the model cri-
tique given below *cu. response need not exactly duplicate the model re-
sponse; however, you should have covered the same major points.

MODEL CRITIQUE
Jimmy did make some good points in his letter:

that he a good student; has some skills related to
working with machines; has some work experience;
knows the importance of hard work and punctuality;
is available for night shifts; and so on.

Furthermore, the form in which Jimmy wrote
complete sentences and paragraphswas appro-
priate to the task. And each paragraph does center
on a single main thought. He covered his training in
the first paragraph. He discussed his work-related
qualifications in the second paragraph. And he pre-
sented a logical conclusionplease hire mein the
third paragraph.

The stylethe tonein which Jimmy wrote was
meant to be appropriate as well. He tried to make
the tone of his letter plain, simple, straightforward,
and businesslike. Those qualities are just what is
called for in such a piece of business correspon-
dence.

However, his letter would probably not persuade
a prospective employer to hire himfor several rea-
sons. First, the letter does not contain enough spe-
cific information to convince an employer that he
would meet the company's needs.

He says he is graduating and that he can start
work as soon as school is out. However, he fails to
mention the specific date of graduation. He says he's
a pretty good student. How good? What is his grade
average? Has he attached his grade records? Can
they be obtained from the school? Jimmy doesn't
say.

He wants a job, but rather than simply asking for
a job (any job?), Jimmy should have mentioned the
specific job he was seeking with the company. He
placed the burden of deciding where he belonged
on the personnel director. That individual might not
consider Jimmy for a job simply because his request
was too general.

Jimmy should have talked more about his qualifi-
cations and what he had to offer the company. He

will be a trained graduato of a particular vocational
program with specific experience in the labor mar-
ket. His summer jobs have probably taught him re-
sponsibility and how to follow directions. Explaining
these facts in more detail could have made Jimmy
a more appealing candidate.

He should also have been more specific in his first
paragraph when he talked about running and fixing
machines. It would have been appropriate to name
some of the specific machines that he had learned
to operate and repair. Naming specific equipment
could have made Jimmy's letter more persuasive.
He could easily have done so without becoming too
technical for the readerthe personnel director.

Second, Jimmy's lack of basic writing skills hurts
the effectiveness of his letter. Given the brevity of
the letter, there is a high proportion of errors in spell-
ing, grammar, and punctuation. The use of casual
terms such as kinds is also a problem. A personnel
director would have to wonder how strong Jimmy's
basic skills really are, given the quality of this letter.

Perhaps worse, the personnel director might as-
sume that Jimmy didn't spend much time or effort
on this letter. He might, therefore, question the seri-
ousness of Jimmy's interest in securing employment
with the company

Jimmy needs your assistance in developing his
thoughts logically and in putting them into words. Mau
could help by giving him a sample of a well-written
letter of application. Or you could discuss in class
the basic principles & writing letters. All students
could benefit from kMwing the correct format and
how to write effectively about themselves.

To help Jimmy develop his thoughts more clearly
and logically you cot4d also give him exercises such
as paragraph scrambles or provide a topic sentence
and ask him to finish the paragraph.

Finally, you could help Jimmy considerably by
convincing him that he needs to proof the materials
he writes.
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Level of Performance: lbw critique of the letter of application should have covered the same major points
as the model critique. If you missed some points or have questions about any additional points you made,
review the material in the information sheet, Assisting Students in Improving Their Writing Skills, pp. 6-17,
or check with your resource person if necessary.
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TEACHER PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT FORM
Assist Students In Improving Their Writing Skills (M-3)

Name

Directions: Indicate the level of the teacher's accomplishment by placing an
X in the appropriate box under the LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE heading. If, p.m

because of special ckcurnstances, a performance component was not appli-
cable, or impossible to execute, place an X in the N/A box. iNtimmro Pocson

In motivating students to improve their writing skills, the
teacher:

I. discussed writing as a skill necessary to gain employment El
2. discussed writing as a possible criterion for promotion on

the job I

3. described the ability to write as a valuable communication
tool J

In identifying students' writing needs, the teacher:
4. reviewed occupational analyses for his/her vocational area 1-1

5. compared students' skills to entry-level job requirements n
6. determined students' writing weaknesses (e.g., grammar,

spelling)

7. assisted students in using self-evaluation techniques .

In helping students to improve their writing skills, the
teacher:

8. served as a role model of Aod writing skills [ 1 LiIt ti
9. provided model formats and standards for written materials

10. provided vocationally related writing assignments ,,,,, Li 1 J

11. provided writing assignments re,ated to students' special
vocational interests LI I-1 111

12. individualized writing instruction

13. corrected students' writing errors Li
14. encouraged students to proofread and correct their writing rl ri

1 1

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

1_l

I I

I

I I

Li CI

11

Level of Performance: All items must receive N/A, GOOD, or EXCELLENT responses. If any item re-
.ceives a NONE POOR, or FAIR response, the teacher and resource person should meet to determine
what additionaf activities the teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak area(s).
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ABOUT USING THE NATIONAL CENTER'S
PBTE MODULES

'Organ batten
Each module is designed to help you gain competency
in a particular skill area considered important to teaching
success. A mode is made up of a series of Warning ex-
periences, some providing backgrOund information, some
providing practice experiences, and others combining
these two functions. Completing these experiences should
enable you to achieve the terminal objective in the final
learning experience. The final experience in each module
always requires you to demonstrate the skill in an actual
teaching situation when you are an intern, a student teach-
er, an insetvice teacher, or occupational trainer.

ProCedurea
Modules are designed to allow you to individualize your
teacher education program. You need to take only those
modules coveting skills that you do not already possess.
Similarly, you need not complete any learning experience
within a module if you already have the skill needed to
complete it. Therefore. before taking any module, you
should carefully review (1) the introduction, (2) the objec-
tives listed on p. 4, (3) the overviews preceding each learn-
ing experience, and (4) the final experience. After com-
paring your present needs and competencies with the in-
formation you have read in these sections, you should be
ready to make one of the following decisions:

That you do not have the competencies indicated and
should complete the entire module
That you are competent in one or more of the ena-
bling objectives leading to the final learning ex-
perience and, thus, can omit those learning experi-
ences
That you are already competent in this area and are
ready to complete the final learning experience in

* order to "test out"
That the module is inappropriate to your needs at this
time

When you are ready to complete the final learning ex-
perience and have access to an actual teaching situation,
make the necessary arrangements with your resource per-
son. If you do not complete the final experience successful-
ly, meet with your resource person and arrange to (1)
repeat the experience or (2) complete (or review) previous
sections of the module or other related activities suggested
by your resource person before attempting to repeat the
final experience.
Options for recycling are also available in each of the learn-
ing experiences preceding the final experience. Any time
you do not meet the minimum level of performance re-
quired to meet an objective, you and your resource per-
son may meet to select activities to help you reach com-
petency. This could involve (1) completing parts of the
module previously skipped, (2) repeating activities, (1)
reading supplementary resources or completing additional
activities suggested by the resource person, (4) design-
ing your own learning experience, or (5) completing some
other activity suggested by you or your resource person.

Terminology
Actual Teaching Situation: A situation in which you are
actually working with and responsible for teaching second-
ary or postsecondary vocational students or other occupa-
tional trainees. An intern, a student teacher, an inservice
teacher, or other occupational trainer would be function-
ing in an actual teaching situation. It you do not have ac-
cess to an actual teaching situation when you are taking
the module, you can complete the module up to the final
learning experience. You would then complete the final
learning experience later (i e.. when you have access to
an actual teaching situation)
Alternate Activity or Feedback: An item that may sub-
stitute for required items that, due to special circum-
stances, you are unable to complete.
Occupational Specialty: A specific area of preparation
within a vocational service area (e.g., the service area
Trade and 'Industrial Education includes occupational
specialties such as automobile mechanics, welding, and
electricity).
Optional Activity or Feedback: An item that is not re-
quired but is de.igned to supplement and enrich the re-
quired items in a learning experience.
Resource Person: The person in charge of your educa-
tional program (e.g., the professor, instructor, adminis-
trator, instructional supervisor, cooperating/supervising/
classroom teacher, or training supervisor who is guiding
you in completing this module.
Student: The person who is receiving occupational in-
struction in a secondary, postsecondary, or other training
program.
Vocational Service Area: A major vocational field: agri-
cultural education, business and office education, market-
ing and distributive education, health occupations educa-
tion, home economics education, industrial arts education,
technical education, or trade and industrial education.
You or the Teacher/Instructor: The person who is com-
pleting the module.

Levels of Performance for Final Assessment
N/A: The criterion was not m"*. because it was not ap-
plicable to the situation.
None: No attempt was made to meet the criterion,
although it was relevant.
Poor: The teacher is unable to perform this skill or has
only very limited ability to perform it.
Fair: The teacher is unable to perform this skill in an ac-
ceptable manner but has some ability to perform it.
Good: The teacher is able to perform this skill in an ef-
fective manner.
Excellent: The teacher is able to perform this skill in a
very effective manner.
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